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Sequencing 

Sequencing skills can be visual or verbal. Children require development of visual sequencing 
before they can successfully develop skills in verbal sequencing. 

When children have difficulty with any of the following, verbal sequencing can be difficult:- 

1. Vocabulary: Difficulties can include lack of relevant words to describe each picture 
and the connections between the pictures in the sequence.  

2. Semantic Organisation: includes difficulties finding the words that are relevant to the 
pictures in the sequence or being unable to use details and description in their 
sentences. 

3. Comprehension: includes difficulties understanding the links between the pictures in 
the sequence, that is they can see each picture in the sequence as separate and not 
connected at all. May also include difficulties interpreting what is happening in the 
pictures and predicting what will happen next. 

Strategies to assist your child 

1. Give students opportunities to perform the sequence in real life. For example:- 

• Make a Milo 

• Child receives instructions on how to make a milo while they are performing 
each task 

• Child can then tell someone else how to perform the task. 
2. Use visual (picture) prompts to prompt the students on what step to describe next. 

• Have the sequence represented in pictures 
3. Always reduce the level of the task so your child can achieve success. This may 

include:- 

• Introducing more prompts to make the task more concrete (pictures and real 
objects) 

• Reduce the language load and give the child the pictures to sequence (where 
no or little language is required) 

• Turn over only one picture in the sequence at a time so the child is not 
looking ahead to the other pictures and getting confused. 

4. Practise talking about each picture in the sequence. 

• Give the child one picture at a time and ask them to describe what they can 
see in the picture. 

Activity ideas 

1. Take some photos of your child doing an activity and get them to describe and 
sequence them. 
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2. Photocopy pictures from a favourite book and get your child to describe, sequence 
the pictures and then retell the story. 

3. Functional Activities: use picture prompts or allow oral retell for things such as 
making a drink or a sandwich, getting ready for bed or school, having a bath etc. 


